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The hit series returns to charm and inspire another generation of baby-sitters! The first three
classic BSC books are back, along with a brand-new prequel, The Summer Before.Being a
good baby-sitter isn't always easy, and the vice-president of the Baby-Sitters Club, Claudia
Kishi, is learning that the hard way. She and the other club members have started getting
strange calls on the job. Is it the Phantom Caller, a jewel thief who's been breaking into houses in
the area? One thing is certain -- the Club has to take action to protect their kids!

About the AuthorAnn M. Martin is the creator of The Baby-sitters Club, which has more than 190
million books in print, making it one of the most popular series in the history of publishing. Her
novels include A Corner of the Universe (a Newbery Honor Book), Belle Teal, Here Today, A
Dog's Life, On Christmas Eve, and the Main Street and Family Tree series, as well as the much-
loved collaborations P.S. Longer Letter Later and Snail Mail No More, with Paula Danziger. Ann
lives in upstate New York.
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Rachel, “REVIEW FOR #2:Claudia and the Phantom Phone Calls. THIS BOOK IS
ABSOLUTELY EXHILARATING. I LOVE IT SOMUCH THAT I READ IT ABOUT SEVEN OR
EIGBHT TIMESALREADY! EVERY TIME I READ ABOUT THE PHONE CALLSTHAT CLAUDIA
AND KRISTY ALWAYS RECEIVE, AFRIGHTENED SHIVER RAN DOWN MY SPINE. IT WAS
SCARY!So one sunny day, Kristy and Mary Anne and Stacey andClaudia (the members of the
babysitters' club) sat aroundleisurely in the Thomas' backyard. They did not know what todo
since they wanted to wolf down a delicious looking cookieplate but Stacey was diabetic. And
when Stace suggested tohead downtown to grab several bottles of coke( a diet cokefor herself)
they realized that Mary Anne's strict father wouldwould faint after he knew. That was when a ear-
piercingshriek left Mary Anne's mouth. She had read the spookynewspaper article about The
Phantom Caller--pc for short.ANYWAYS, I AM NOT GONNA SPOIL THE MOST SPOOKYPART.
THIS IS THE ENDING:(spoiler alert)Kristy's caller was goony, goofy Alan Gray.Claudia's was
Trevor Sandbourne.They went to the Halloween Hop together.SO I LIKED THIS BOOK A LOT.
FIVE STARS!  nine and a half, Rachel”

Lee Fitzgerald, “Awesome book!. this book is a is so awesome. platypus eggs are grossno clue
what is going on tonight and tomorrow night at work so far away from the day before you go back
to sleep type of the day before you go back to sleep now I have no clue where to be able to
make sure that you go back to sleep now I have no clue where to take the end and tomorrow
night for me know if it works great time in a few of us have to get it from my house at work now so
I'm sure you'll get it done in my head hurts like that too but I'll let her out to sleep with my dad
was in your car to be the same as that is that a bit more time on your phone to sleep with my
head hurts and leave the best of Galilee the sea of Japan in a few months and leave me to sleep
with me for the game will have a good time and space museum of art in the morning my beautiful
day for a few of the weekend before falling asleep on me know if you can get a chance to be able
to make sure that you are a chance to be able to make sure that you are a little while ago and
tomorrow night at the end of the day before you go back to sleep now I have no clue where to be
able to make sure that you are a bit late but I don't know what you go back to sleep now I have
no clue where to”

GCH, “Good old baby sitters club!. I love baby sitters club! Such a blast from the past! I love that
there is a bit of mystery in this one too!”

Kirsten123, “Lovely Story!. A great book and recommended! It scared me when I first read it but
once you read it and know the ending it's ok. Looking forward to reading it again!”

Lucy castledine, “The amazing book. I chose this book as a 5 star rating because it is awesome
and no matter what it always left me on a cliff hanger If u read this book u will enjoy the



adventure of Claudia Stacey marry Ann and of course Kristy. I find this book riviting and amazing
I would defiantly recommend it”

Nichola Eskriett, “Awsersome. Great book made me smile forgot about babysitters club
mystery's will be looking that up soon think the author is amazing.”

louise beck, “4star. I loved it I might start a babysitter club when I am older with all my friends
and I want to see the film's of the babysitters club”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 1,528 people have provided feedback.
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